Ultrasoft X-ray emission spectroscopy (USXES) was used to investigate the electronic structures of FePt alloy included carbon nanocapsules (FePt@CNCs) and graphite nanosheets (GNSs). These materials were synthesized by electric plasma discharge in an ultrasonic cavitation field of liquid ethanol. Scanning and transmission electron microscopies were used to study the spatial structures and morphologies. The electronic structure of GNSs was compared with that of reference synthetic graphite powder and high surface area reduced graphene oxide (RGO) sheets with an average thickness of one graphene layer. Investigations of the electronic structures of the FePt@CNC and GNS mixture and GNSs obtained after magnetic separation of the mixture revealed that GNS graphene layers exhibited a smaller curvature than those of carbon nanocapsules, which widened the -subband of GNSs due to overlapping of the orbitals. Thicker GNSs had a narrower CK emission band than RGO sheets, which was related to the greater overlapping of and orbitals in the more crumpled and corrugated RGO sheets.
Introduction
The growing recent interest in graphene-based nanomaterials, largely because of their electronic structure and resulting interesting properties, has made it necessary to study them in more detail. Graphene Supermarket (https://graphene-supermarket.com/) claims that high surface area graphene structures can be used as reinforcements, conductive additives in composite or coating materials, supports for metallic catalysts, bio and chemical sensors, lowpermeability materials, electrostatic dissipation (ESD) films, and fire retardants. The current two most straightforward and widely used techniques for determining the electronic structures of graphenes are angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy (NEXAFS) [6] [7] [8] [9] . Another direct technique for investigating the electronic structures of solids is X-ray emission spectroscopy, which has been used to study carbon materials: graphite [10] , carbon films [11, 12] , carbon nanotubes [13] , carbon fullerenes [14] , and graphene nanoflakes with several graphene layers at the edges [15] .
In numerous carbon-based structures, p-type electronic states are the main contribution to interatomic interactions [16] . To study the energy distributions of valence Cp electrons in carbon nanomaterials, it is necessary to investigate the C bands. Ultrasoft X-ray emission spectroscopy (USXES) yields comprehensive information about the energy distributions of occupied valence states lower than the Fermi level in carbon materials and is therefore useful for investigating electronic structures.
We report here USXES investigations of graphite nanosheets (GNSs). GNSs were obtained during production of FePt alloy included carbon nanocapsules (FePt@CNCs), using plasma discharge in a liquid ethanol ultrasonic cavitation field [17] . Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and 2 ISRN Nanomaterials transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were used to study the GNS and FePt@CNC spatial structures and morphologies. We measured the electronic structures of reference synthetic graphite powder, carbon onions, and high surface area reduced graphene oxide (RGO) sheets, for comparison with that of the synthesized GNSs. 
Materials and Methods

Preparation and Characterization of GNSs and
FePt@CNCs. The detailed synthesis method described previously [17, 18] was used to prepare FePt@CNCs and GNSs in a liquid ethanol ultrasonic cavitation field by plasma discharge. The enhanced ultrasound effect is due to the acoustic cavitation phenomena, that is, the rapid formation, growth and the collapse of bubbles in liquid. In an ultrasonic cavitation field, electric conductivity can be improved because of the formation of highly energetic particles (atoms, radicals, and ions) [19, 20] . A plasma discharge was generated at low voltage, while without ultrasonication, nonconductivity organic liquids required a large breakdown voltage to initiate the plasma discharge. The voltage between the 50Fe50Pt-anode and ultrasonic horn-cathode was constant at 55 V, and the upper electrode current limit was set at 3.0 A throughout experiments. The plasma flashed from the intermittent decrease in voltage when the current exceeded the power unit limit. This can be further certified by current-voltage characteristic ( Figure S peroxide solution at 90 ∘ C for 12 h removed the amorphous carbon. Additionally, any residual amorphous carbon was separated by carbon powder treatment in an ultrasonic bath with subsequent centrifugation. The remaining mixture of FePt@CNCs and GNSs was etched in aqua regia at 50 ∘ C for >12 h to remove exposed FePt alloy nanoparticles. Finally, FePt@CNCs were removed using a magnetic separator, where the FePt@CNC and GNS dispersion in ethanol was passed between two permanent magnets several times at a rate of 2 m/s, which left the GNSs dispersed in ethanol. The microstructure and morphology of FePt@CNCs and GNSs were characterized by field emission SEM (FE-SEM) (Hitachi, SU-8000; JEOL, JSM-7000F), TEM (300 kV, JEOL), and X-ray diffraction (XRD) (Rigaku, RINT-2000) with monochromatic Cu 1 radiation source. GNS thickness was measured by dynamic force microscopy (DFM) (NanoNavi/L-trace II).
The ultrasoft X-ray C ( → II,III transition) emission bands reflecting the energy distribution of the C2plike states in the studied materials were obtained using an RSM-500 spectrometer (SCBXA, Burevestnik, St. Petersburg, Russia). This instrument allowed analysis of spectra in the wavelength region 1-55 nm, where the C emission band is located. An echelette grating with a radius of curvature 6062 mm and groove density 600 mm −1 was used as a dispersion element. X-ray quanta were registered using a scanning detector on basis of the channel electron multiplier KBL1505 (Dr. Sjuts Optotechnik GmbH, Germany).
Operating conditions of X-ray tubes in experiments were accelerating voltage = 5kV and anode current = 2.5 mA. Measurements were carried out under a pressure of 5 × 10 −6 Pa in the spectrometer, obtained using oilfree pumping and freezing out of hydrocarbon vapors by a nitrogen trap near the anode. The spectrometer energy resolution was 0.2 eV in the energy regions corresponding to the position of the C band. The energy positions of the C bands in samples were determined relative to that of Cr line of the pure metal in the second order.
A mixture of FePt@CNCs and GNSs was rubbed directly onto the side of the distended Cu anode. Separated GNSs were deposited on Si substrates and pasted onto anode grooves between the adjacent sides with heat-and electricity conductive glue. The anode was cooled using running water at a temperature of 10-15 ∘ C.
Results and Discussion
Morphology of FePt@CNCs and GNSs.
A detailed analysis of the structure and morphology of synthesized FePt@CNCs and GNSs has been described elsewhere [17, 18, 21] . The exact mechanism of GNSs formation is currently unclear, and Pt is probably a crucial factor in the GNS formation process. TEM and SEM observations suggested that GNSs originated from a surface of the FePt@CNCs [21] by an exfoliation mechanism.
Typical SEM images of the mixture of FePt@CNCs and GNSs, freely suspended on TEM carbon grids, are shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b) . Representative SEM images after magnetic separation of the mixture FePt@CNCs and GNSs are shown in Figures 1(c) and 1(d) . The graphite nanosheets are irregularly shaped, with an average lateral size of 4-5 m and thickness of 8.8-30 nm [17, 21] . A typical SEM image of GNS in Figure 1(d) shows that the nanosheet exhibits good flexibility and is corrugated with many folds, as indicated by arrows. As reported previously [22] , corrugation and scrolling are intrinsic to nanosheets and result from vacancies and the introduction of strained pentagon or heptagon rings in the typical hexagonal ring plane.
In agreement with the SEM images (Figures 1(a) and 1(b)), the carbon nanocapsules reach diameter of ∼2 m. A TEM image of FePt@CNCs with diameters of 10-300 nm is shown in Figure 2 (a). The large FePt core is covered by about 30 graphene layers (Figure 2(b) ). The thickness of the graphite shell covering the FePt nanoparticles depends on the nanoparticle size and is in the range 1.5-44 nm [18] . The overall dimensions and thickness of graphite shells covering the FePt nanoparticles appear consistent with evaluated dimensions of the exfoliated GNSs. TEM images of the curled GNS edges could clearly indicate the number of graphene layers, since at a curled edge the sheet is locally parallel to the electron beam (Figures 2(c) and 2(d) ). The high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image of a curled edge in Figure 2(d) shows ∼ 30 graphene layers, and a respective GNS thickness of ∼10 nm was calculated at interlayer distance of 0.34 nm.
The XRD carbon peak (002) of GNSs (Figure 3(a) ) is clearly divided into two components, at 2 of 25.93 ∘ ( 002 = 0.343 nm) and 26.40 ∘ ( 002 = 0.337 nm). This peak is broader than the sharp carbon peak (002) of the reference synthetic graphite powder (Figure 3(b) ). The d-spacing 002 = 0.343 nm corresponds to a turbostratic carbon structure; as-synthesized GNSs have a more defective structure than the reference synthetic graphite powder [21] . Reference high surface area RGO sheets exhibit a very broad carbon peak (002) (Figure 3(c) ), because the graphene sheets are on average only of one graphene layer thick (∼0.34 nm). RGO sheets are considerably thinner than the GNSs synthesized in this study, and their structure should be more crumpled and flexible. This can be confirmed by SEM and TEM images of RGO sheets (Figure S-2 ).
Relationship between Spatial and Electronic Structures.
The electronic structures of FePt@CNCs, GNSs, and reference materials (synthetic graphite powder, carbon onions, and high surface area RGO sheets) are compared. Graphite shells covering the FePt cores are similar to carbon onions, but the graphene layers of carbon nanocapsules have a smaller curvature. The diameter of FePt@CNCs ranges from 10 nm to 2 m, while that of carbon onions is ∼5 nm. This can be justified by TEM images of a carbon nanocapsule and carbon onions ( Figure S-3 ) [23] . The X-ray emission spectrum of the FePt@CNC and GNS mixture is compared with that of carbon onions (Figure 4 ). This comparison shows that the fine structures of the C bands are similar, particularly the intensities of thesubbands. The smaller surface curvature of the graphene layers in FePt@CNCs causes lower and feature intensities. These and features represent overlapping of and (2 < < 3) orbitals, notably a mixture of and states (Figure 4) . The low-energy region of the C band of the FePt@CNC and GNS mixture represents binding of states and differs from that of the carbon onion spectrum. The locations of the and features in the FePt@CNC and GNS mixture are shifted by 0.4-0.5 eV to lower energy. This indicates the higher binding energy of electrons providing the -bonds in the graphene layers of FePt@CNCs, whose curvature is smaller than that of carbon onions. Magnetically separated GNSs have a lower curvature than that of graphene layers in FePt@CNCs. The overlapping of orbitals on the GNS surface increases, approaching that of the synthetic graphite powder ( Figure 5 ), and this increase leads to greater splitting of the states. The -subband of GNSs approaches that of the synthetic graphite powder C band. However, the intensity of this subband is much lower, probably because of orientational dependence of the -subband intensity on the angle of X-ray quanta yield, when electrons move from the to 1 state [24] . GNSs locate chaotically at the anode relative to the X-ray yield and are not as flat as flakes in synthetic graphite powder.
A feature is observed in the spectrum of magnetically separated GNSs, as in the spectrum of the FePt@CNC and GNS mixture. This feature corresponds to mixed + states in synthetic graphite powder, with much higher intensity because of the orientational effect. The C bands in the spectrum obtained from graphene layers in the FePt@CNC and GNS mixture and those of magnetically separated GNSs are largely similar ( Figure 5 ), apart from a widening of the GNS sub-band by 0.3 eV. This is related to the decreased GNS curvature compared with that of FePt@CNCs, and the -sub-band widens because of overlapping of the orbitals. The GNSs in this study contain on average ∼30 atomic layers, what is approaching a -sub-band near that of synthetic graphite powder ( Figure 5 ). The similar intensity of -sub-bands of the FePt@CNC and GNS mixture and GNSs obtained after magnetic separation indicates randomness of GNS location relative to the direction of X-ray quanta emission. The width of the peak of the C band in the magnetically separated GNSs is reduced, indicating a lower mixing of + states. Graphene layers in GNSs have a smaller curvature than those in FePt@CNCs, and orbitals overlap less with 2 orbitals of -type.
The C band of GNSs obtained after magnetic separation of the FePt@CNC and GNS mixture and that of reference graphene sheets obtained by reduction of graphene oxide are largely similar ( Figure 6 ). There are a higher intensity of esub-band and widening of the c peak in the C band of RGO sheets ( Figure 6 ). The higher intensity of the peak is likely because ⟨00l⟩ base planes of the RGO sheets located on the anode parallel to the X-ray yield, leading to a higher intensity of the e-sub-band, although they are more crumpled and corrugated than GNSs (see Figure S -2, SEM and TEM images of RGO sheets). Therefore, the yield of X-ray emission is similar to that of synthetic graphite powder. A greater corrugation of RGO sheets leads to greater overlapping of the orbitals with orbitals, causing changes of and states. This leads to widening of the peak of the C band of RGO sheets relative to that of magnetically separated GNSs.
Conclusions
Investigations of the electronic structures of the FePt@CNC and GNS mixture and GNSs obtained after magnetic separation of the mixture revealed the following:
(1) the binding energy of electrons in (2 < < 3) bonds in graphene layers of FePt@CNCs is higher than that in carbon onions. This is because of the smaller curvature of the graphite shell in the synthesized carbon nanocapsules, (2) a smaller mixing of + states occurs in magnetically separated GNSs compared with the FePt@CNC and 6 ISRN Nanomaterials GNS mixture. This is because synthesized GNSs after magnetic separation have a smaller curvature than carbon nanocapsules, and their orbitals overlap less with 2 orbitals of type, (3) the overlapping of the orbitals on the surface of magnetically separated GNSs increases and approaches that of synthetic graphite powder, (4) the thicker synthesized GNSs have a narrower C band than the RGO sheets, whose thickness is only one graphene layer. This is related to the greater overlapping of the orbitals with orbitals in the more crumpled and corrugated RGO sheets.
